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(１)For the area of object

A specification value will be satisfied,
if an object is a thing which has more
than the diameter of the following graph
when a subject is used as a disk.

(２)For a pillar shape object

A specification value will be satisfield,
if the diameter of the piller of an object
is by the thing which has 5 or more times
of the diameter of a sensor head.

(３)The characteristic over metal other than iron.

（Example of representative：LS-117-3A）

(４)Response For Frequency

（φB）/（φA）
（φB）/（φA）
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MEASUREMENT（mm）

Frequency(kHz)

SENSOR

SENSOR

ShieldNon-shield

※The offset adjustment and the span adjustment are the data 
when it sets with iron and the material is changed.

※*The whole data can be different depending on the operating environment.

APPLICATION

SENSOR HEAD SPECIFICATIONS

FUNCTION Sensor head with disconnection alarm

DC12-24V　ripple　10%　or　less

20mA or less

Power protection & Surge killer

NPN open-collector×3

Detection output：NC,NO　 Sensor head with disconnection function：NO

40VDC 100mA, Max.

1ms or less

15 turn pot.

Ferrous materials : Fe, Al, Stainless steel, Cu etc.

Cover : ABS resin Terminal : Phenol resin

LED(red) turns on

－10～60°C

85%RH or less, non-condensing

Socket (PYF08A, HJ2-SFD, SM2S-05B, or equivalent) 
shall be purchased separately.

POWER SUPPLY

CURRENT CONSUMPTION

PROTECTIONS

CIRCUIT

ACTION

CAPACITY

RESPONSE

SENSITIVITY ADJ.

TARGET

MATERIALS

DETECTION

OPERATING TEMPERATURE

OPERATING HUMIDITY

SOCKET

Detecting grip of robot to control fingers.

Detecting pull-top on can for alignment.

Detection for cutting error of screw thread

Positioning controls for slider.

CONTROLLER SPECIFICATIONS

SPEC
SENSOR
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Brass

Aluminium

Copper

approx. 0.9

approx. 0.8

approx. 0.6

approx. 0.4

approx. 0.4

How to read "DISTANCE"
Example : In case of H-50

Stable
distance

Maximum
distance

THIN 
TYPE

TYPE
MODEL

ITEM OUTSIDE
DIAMENTER OF
FACE (MM)

DISTANCE
(MM)

Hysteresis
DISTANCE
(μM)

REPEATABILITY
(μM)

AVAILABILITY
OF

EMBEDDING

WORKING
TEMPERATURE
(℃)

※1

Ultra-Precision Proximity Switch

Mini power relay type

●Disconnection detection featured
Many outputs featured.

●Extremely small size
(H-20) 10 other models sensor head can be used 

embedded in the metal minimum φ2.8. (Shield type)

●High precision
high accuracy 2μm (H-30)　Low temperature drift.

※2 Stable distance: satisfying accurate detection range
※3 Maximum distance : longest range that sensor can detect for the ideal target(SS400,φ90,t=5) without accuracy assurance.
※4 Hysteresis distance : the difference distance between the return operation and detection operation.
※5 Repeatability is the range of actual positions the sensor takes while being repeatedly commanded to the same location under
 identical conditions.
※Specification applies to using the standard cable (3m). Extension cable make the distance shorter.

Distance coefficient
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Load Load

SENSOR-HEAD DIMENSIONS

WIRING CONNECTIONS

CONTROLLER DIMENSIONS
●Controller

●Sensor Head

Opposite
side D

Detection 
output

Disconnection
detection

Detection 
output

Opposite side D

Opposite side 19

Sub-miniature Proximity Sensor　(DC power)

Core

SENSOR-HEAD

The meaning of (A), (B) are channel (a) and
channel (B).

Power supply DC12～24V
Pin is the internal common

Load

Load

Load

OUTPUT

Internal circuit

Inside controller External circuit

Disconnection output

Detection output

3m coaxial cable (standard cable)
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